In this paper, we give some properties of subspace-disk transitive operators and use them to characterize subspace-disk transitive bilateral weighted shifts in terms of their weight sequences. As a consequence, we show that a bilateral weighted shift is subspace-disk transitive if and only if it satisfies the subspace-diskcyclic criterion. Then, we give a much simpler condition for some other cases.
INTRODUCTION
A bounded linear operator on a separable Hilbert space H is called hypercyclic if there exists a vector such that the orbit ( ) is dense in . Such a vector is called hypercyclic for .
In 1969, Rolewicz provided the first example of a hypercyclic operator on a Banach space [1] . In particular, he showed that if is the backward shift on ( ) then is hypercyclic if and only if has a modulus greater than one. Based on this example the supercyclicity notion was introduced by Hilden and Wallen in 1974 [2] . An operator is called supercyclic if there exists a vector such that the cone generated by ( ) is dense in , such a vector is called a supercyclic vector for . For more information about hypercyclicity and supercyclicity the reader may refer to [3] , [4] .
Also based on the Rolewicz example, the diskcyclicity concept was introduced by Zeana in 2002 [5] . An operator is called diskcyclic if there is a vector such that the disk orbit ( ) (where is closed unit disk) is dense in . Such a vector is called diskcyclic for . For more information about diskcyclicity, see [6] , [7] .
In 2011, Madore and Martınez-Avendano [8] studied the density of the orbit in a nontrivial subspace instead of the whole space and called that phenomenon the subspace-hypercyclicity. For the series of references on subspaces-hypercyclic operators see [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] .
Similarly, Xian-Feng et al. [12] studied the subspacesupercyclicity in a Hilbert space that is the scaled orbit of an operator is dense in a subspace of . Also, in 2014, Bamerni and Kılıcman [13] introduced the subspace-diskcyclicity concept in a Hilbert space that is the disk orbit of an operator is dense in a subspace of .
In 1995, Salas [14] characterized weighted shift operators that are hypercyclic or supercyclic. Moreover, Feldman [15] found some simpler conditions for the invertible weighted shift case. Also he showed that the same conditions hold true for some weaker cases.
In 2015, Bamerni et al. [6] posed necessary and sufficient conditions for bilateral weighted shift operators to be diskcyclic which were originally obtained by Zeana [5] , and they showed that unilateral weighted shifts are diskcyclic if and only if they are hypercyclic.
In 2015, Bamerni and Kılıcman [16] characterized all weighted shifts operators that are subspace-transitive for some subspaces.
It is unknown when the bilateral weighted shifts operators could be subspace-diskcyclic. In section three of this paper, we give some equivalent assertions to subspace-disk transitivity. We use that results to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for bilateral weighted shift operators on ( ) to be subspace-disk transitive. More precisely, we show that a bilateral weighted shift satisfies subspace-diskcyclic criterion if and only if it satisfies some certain conditions. Moreover, we give some simpler conditions characterize the invertible bilateral weighted shifts that are subspace-disk transitive. Finally, through Theorem 3.6, we show that a bilateral weighted shift with a positive weight sequence for all is subspace-disk transitive if and only if the same simpler conditions hold true.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will call some definitions and hypotheses that we need during the next section. We denote by a complex Hilbert space and by ( ) the set of all bounded linear operators on . All subspaces of are assumed to be topologically closed. 
MAIN RESULTS
First we will give some characterization of subspacedisk transitive operators. 
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Where . Also inequality (3) implies that
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Now, since , then inequality (5) leads to
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The next two Theorems give necessary and sufficient conditions for a bilateral weighted shift operator on the Hilbert space From equation (4) and equation (6), it follows that for all ,
The proof follows by equation (1), (7) and (8).
(2) ⇒ (3): We will verify the -diskcyclic criterion with consisting of all sequences with finite support (sequences that only have a finite number of nonzero entries) It is clear that is dense in . By hypothesis, there exists a sequence of positive integers such that and such that ∏ (9) and
Where is the backward shift operator. From equation (9) , it is clear that ‖ ‖ . Moreover, . Now, let ∑ , then
Then from equations (11) and (12), we get
Since ‖ ‖‖ ‖ is constant, then equation (10) The next theorem characterizes invertible bilateral forward weighted shifts that are subspace-disk transitive, first we need the following lemma. Moreover it is clear that . By taking , it is clear that the conditions of M-diskcyclic criterion are satisfied. 
Let (which ensure that for all ). By using Theorem 3.3, for all with we have
The first term of the above equation depends only on , so we will let it a constant , the second term is less than by Equation (13) and the last term is less than ( ) . Therefore, we get
Since ( ) depends only on , we will choose is small enough such that ( ) ⁄ and we get ∏ Also, we have
By Equation (13), we get
is a constant depends only on , then if we let is small enough, such that ⁄ then for all with
The proof of the "if" part follows from Equation (14) and Equation (15) . The "only if" part follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.
By the same way, we can characterize the subspacedisk transitive backward weighted shifts since they are unitarily equivalent to forward shifts. We have seen that bilateral weighted shifts are subspace-disk transitive if and only if some conditions are satisfied. Hence, one may ask the following question.
Question. Is there any bilateral weighted shift on ( ) that is subspace-diskcyclic but not subspace-disk transitive?
CONCLUSION
We have obtained that the bilateral weighted shift operator on ( ) is subspace-disk transitive for some subspaces of ( ) if and only if some certain conditions are satisfied.
